Abstract-Widely utilized in the field of Neuroscience, implantable neural recording devices could capture neuron activities with an acquisition rate on the order of megabytes per second. In order to efficiently transmit neural signals through wireless channels, these devices require compression methods that reduce power consumption. Although recent Compressed Sensing (CS) approaches have successfully demonstrated their power, their full potential is yet to be explored. Built upon our previous on-chip CS implementation, we propose an energy efficient multi-mode CS framework that focuses on improving the off-chip components, including (i) a two-stage sensing strategy, (ii) a sparsifying dictionary directly using data, (iii) enhanced compression performance from Full Signal CS mode and Spike Restoration mode to Spike CS Restoration mode and; (iv) extension of our framework to the Tetrode CS recovery using joint sparsity. This new framework achieves energy efficiency, implementation simplicity and system flexibility simultaneously. Extensive experiments are performed on simulation and real datasets. For our Spike CS Restoration mode, we achieve a compression ratio of 6% with a reconstruction SNDR dB and a classification accuracy % for synthetic datasets. For real datasets, we get a 10% compression ratio with dB for Spike CS Restoration mode.
a significant challenge for transmitting the signal off-chip, especially using wireless communications, where the induced power consumption is in the mW range for traditional approaches [1] . Thus, most MEAs are only utilized in a highly restricted experimental setup, in which either the number of electrodes is limited or wired communication is employed.
A. Prior Works
To release the full potential of MEAs, a straightforward strategy is to reduce the high acquisition rate or to compress the data on-chip before transmission. Currently, there are three categories of lossy compression approaches utilized for MEAs: event-based approaches, transformation-based approaches, and Compressed Sensing approaches. Among them, event-based approaches have the simplest implementation. An example of event based approaches is spike detection [2] - [6] . The spikes are first detected in the neural signal using threshold crossing, then only the small segments containing the spikes are transmitted. This mechanism could be implemented using only a few circuit components, resulting in a small layout area and low power consumption. No off-chip processing is carried out to further process the signal. Therefore, its disadvantage is obvious since the information contained in the segments without spikes, which would be useful for signal analysis, can never be recovered.
If the whole signal is required, a transformation-based approach is usually chosen. A well-known candidate for this category is the on-chip wavelet transform, which yields high compression ratio and good reconstruction quality [7] , [8] . This approach takes advantage of the fact that the neural signal can be sparsely represented or approximated with respect to a wavelet dictionary. Therefore, only a small fraction of its significant wavelet coefficients, instead of the neural signal, is transmitted. The off-chip algorithm then takes the inverse wavelet transform to approximate the original signal. However, an ASIC implementation of the required on-chip wavelet transform demands large dedicated DSPs and memory operating above the Nyquist rate of the spikes ( kHz). Moreover, its power consumption is not tunable because the entire wavelet transform always needs to be carried out, hence reducing the flexibility of the system.
Recently, the field of Compressed Sensing (CS) has shown potential in achieving compression and reconstruction performance comparable to the transformation-based approach but with a much simpler circuitry [1] , [9] - [13] . The CS approach is based on the same sparsity assumption as the transformation-based approach, but it does not sparsify the signal on-chip, and therefore, avoids the needs of dedicated DSPs. Instead, CS approach acquires a set of the random measurements of the original signal and leaves most of the computational burden to off-chip processing. It is theoretically proven that CS based systems can perfectly reconstruct a signal using only a small fraction of its noiseless random measurements. Even in the case of small Gaussian noise, the recovered signal is guaranteed to be within a bounded neighborhood of the original signal. The recovery quality and power consumption of CS-based systems are closely related to its compression ratio, thus users could adjust the amount of measurements to be collected to meet requirements of different applications. Nevertheless, two challenges still remain. First, there is a trade-off between the complexity of the sensing circuit and its compression capability. Second, a careful design of the sparsifying dictionary is needed to guarantee the compression performance [14] .
In summary, we identify three key factors to consider when designing an efficient compression approach for implantable neural recordings: i) Energy Efficiency: A system should have a high compression ratio with good reconstruction performance. This could significantly reduce the power consumption. Both transformation-based and CS approaches share this feature.
ii) Implementation Simplicity: An ideal system should have simple realization of on-chip compression module and efficient off-chip reconstruction algorithms. However, trade-off always exists between complexity of the system and its performance. Both event-based and CS approaches may have simple on-chip implementations while CS approaches require complicated off-chip algorithms to gain better recovery performance (i.e., dictionary learning algorithm in [13] ).
iii) System Flexibility: All aforementioned approaches either provide an estimate of the full signal or the spike segments. It would be ideal if a single system can have multiple working modes providing both full signal and spikes that could be used for different experiment configurations.
B. Our Contributions
Our previous design [13] focused on a simple on-chip implementation of random Bernoulli matrix for the sensing matrix. For off-chip reconstruction, we adopted dictionary learning to train the sparsifying dictionary and then relied on greedy methods to reconstruct the signal [as in Fig. 1(a) ]. Driven by the aforementioned key factors, we propose an energy-efficient multi-mode extension of our CS system 1 . With the same on-chip sensing matrix implementation as in [13] , we focus on the following components of the off-chip design:
(i) Two-stage sensing approach: To address the trade-off between complexity of the sensing matrix and its compression performance, we propose a two-stage CS approach for implantable neural recordings as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Besides the on-chip Bernoulli sensing matrix , we add a second stage of off-chip sensing using Puffer Transformation to further boost the compression performance, and ultimately, the power efficiency.
(ii) Data dictionary: Different from all previously mentioned techniques, we propose to use data directly as the sparsifying dictionary in Fig. 1 (b)-(d), which is inspired by [16] . As shown later, the data dictionary provides comparable performance to the signal dependent dictionary, but without extra computation of dictionary learning. Moreover, both the off-chip sensing matrix and the dictionary can be updated incrementally with low computational complexity. This helps us improve the implementation simplicity and enables an efficient neural signal processing system.
(iii) Three working modes: Different from our previous work that compressed the full signal, our new design allows the users to switch between three working modes: (1) the full signal going through on-chip CS and off-chip reconstruction as in Fig. 1(b) ; (2) the spike detection followed with off-chip restoration to the full signal as in Fig. 1(c) ; and finally (3) the spike detection with on-chip CS and off-chip CS recovery plus restoration to the full signal as in Fig. 1(d) . As a combination of the first two modes, the last Spike CS Restoration mode is unique for two reasons, (1) it achieves enhanced compression performance because only spike segment rather than full signal is compressed and, (2) given CS measurements of only spike segments, the whole signal is recovered to provide information on the non-spike segment as well. The three working modes also give users an all-in-one system with the flexibility to choose the desired mode they need.
(iv) Tetrode CS recovery: All components mentioned above are geared towards a single electrode CS system. Here, we also provide a sparse recovery algorithm using Spike and Slab priors and joint sparsity for the simultaneous CS recovery of the multi-electrode neural signal recording (i.e., Tetrode). We have shown that our system could be easily extended to the Tetrode application with an improved compression performance comparing to the case of performing CS recovery on each electrode independently.
C. Structure of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows. Section II covers relevant background. Each component of our framework are presented in details in Section III, including our sparsifying dictionary, twostage sensing method, how to restore the full signal given only spike segments or the CS compressed spike segments, and our recovery algorithms for both single electrode and Tetrode cases. In Section IV, we compare the performance of our system with other methods using both simulation and real datasets. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Sparse Representation
Sparse representation (SR) has been rigorously studied over the past few years as a powerful signal processing paradigm. According to SR theory, a signal can be represented using an -sparse coefficient vector with respect to a dictionary matrix of size , where -sparse means that the number of non-zero coefficients of is no more than . To reconstruct , the following -minimization problem is proposed [17] , [18] (1)
To handle the noisy case with imperfect representations contaminated by bounded Gaussian noise, the formulation becomes (2) where is the standard deviation of the zero mean Gaussian noise.
Structured sparse representation (SSR) could yield better results than using -norm as in (1) and (2) for applications with additional prior information. In the case of multiple measurements capturing similar events, the correlation between observations in the sparse representation can be reinforced by joint sparsity, which imposes the same sparsity patterns on the sparse coefficients [19] (3)
where and the norm is defined as the sum of the -norm of different rows of .
B. Dictionary Learning
The assumption for SR is that the signal is sparse with respect to a certain deterministic dictionary. Traditionally, dictionaries like wavelets are designed to incorporate desired properties in time domain, frequency domain, or a mixture of both. For neural spikes, time-frequency transformations such as wavelet and discrete cosine transform are often chosen as . Recently, a different methodology is explored to learn the dictionary directly from the data to better capture its characteristics. It has been shown that a signal dependent trained from previously acquired full neural signals yields better performance than the off-the-shelf choices [13] . The dictionary learning (DL) method is designed primarily for reconstruction (4) Given the training data , a dictionary and the corresponding sparse coefficients are learned together. The regularizer -norm is used to promote sparsity, which could be -norm [20] or -norm [21] . The DL algorithm iterates between approximation of the training data and the sparse decomposition of the training data with respect to the dictionary. DL is computationally demanding. In [20] , each dictionary atom requires to solve one SVD in every iteration.
C. Compressed Sensing
Compressed sensing (CS) introduced a theoretical framework regarding the exact recovery of a signal from its measurement vector under the assumption that is -sparse (where ). Given that a sensing matrix satisfying the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) and [17] , [18] , the -sparse vector can be recovered with high probability by solving the following -norm minimization problem (5) where is the sensing matrix. Random Gaussian and Bernoulli matrices have been shown to satisfy RIP with very small regardless of the choice of the sparsifying dictionary. Variants of Bernoulli, such as punctured Bernoulli circulant matrix, are proposed to further reduce the hardware complexity [22] . Most often, the signal is not sparse in time domain (i.e., neural signal, image and video) but with respect to some basis as pointed out in previous section. Then the optimization problem becomes (6) where we replace the original signal with its sparse representation and controls the quality of approximation. After recovering the -sparse signal , the estimate of signal can be recovered by (7) The recovery performance of CS is strongly related to the design of sensing matrix and sparsifying dictionary. It has been shown in [23] that mutual-coherence can be used to compare different sensing matrices using the same dictionary. The mutual-coherence is defined as the largest absolute value of the normalized inner products between different columns of the design matrix , which can be formally written as (8) where is the -th column of . In general for a given dictionary, the matrix that attains a smaller mutual-coherence can achieve the same reconstruction performance with a smaller measurement number . However, minimizing mutual-coherence involves calculating all pair-wise inner products and is computationally expensive. Thus, Elad [24] proposed to optimize the sensing matrix by iteratively reducing the -averaged mutual-coherence, which minimizes the correlation larger than certain threshold. In [25] , Sapiro et al. proposed to optimize by reducing the average mutual-coherence and is shown to achieve better performance than [24] . Both of these approaches perform better than random Bernoulli matrix. However, using them as the alternative on-chip sensing matrix will increase the complexity for circuit implementations because of their fractional values.
III. OUR CS FRAMEWORK
A. Our Sparsifying Dictionary
Physiological recordings suggest that shapes of the spikes are quite reproducible for each neuron over time [as shown in left column of Fig. 9 ]. Based on this observation, neuroscientists are able to distinguish multi-neuron activities using spike sorting techniques [26] , [27] . Therefore, the inherent dimension of the neural signal is much smaller than its ambient dimension. Inspired by this observation, we adopt the concept of self-expressiveness from [16] , [28] . This property assumes that each data point can be sparsely represented as a linear combination of other points in the same subspace, which can be formally written as (9) where is the -th column of is the corresponding sparse coefficients, and the -th coefficient of is zero so will not be used to represent itself. For our framework, we take advantage of the similarity of the spikes, and use pre-acquired full signal data as the dictionary to represent the other newly acquired full signal in the same subspace. Its benefit is obvious because the intense computation needed by dictionary learning can be waived. Instead, the dictionary is built by either periodic acquisition at Nyquist rate or the recovered spikes. In our case, we choose the first one because it takes very short time to acquire and update the dictionary. In the case of sparsely firing neurons (no prior existence in the dictionary), we trigger the full Nyquist acquisition to update dictionary when the reconstruction performance is not good enough.
B. Our Sensing Matrix
Different from other CS-based approaches, we propose a twostage sensing scheme, which includes an on-chip sensing stage with and an off-chip sensing stage with . The optimization problem now becomes (10) where is the off-chip sensing matrix and is the measurement after second sensing stage. 1) On-Chip Sensing: For on-chip sensing matrix , we choose a digital implementation of Random Bernoulli Matrix containing values of either 1 or at every entry. Sensing using Random Bernoulli matrix can be implemented using several area and power efficient digital accumulators operating at signal Nyquist rate [1] , [13] . This implementation is more power and area efficient than the implementation of the Random Gaussian matrices or Optimized matrices [24] , [25] , whose implementations require either multi-bit digital multipliers or implementation of multiple DACs and analog integrators [29] . Fig. 2 shows our on-chip sensing implementation in the TSMC 180 nm process. The CS circuit for each electrode contains 26 accumulator shift-registers (ASR). The accumulations are clocked at signal Nyquist rate of 20 KHz (C20K). The Matrix block, shared across all the channels, contains 26 registers to hold one row of a random Bernoulli matrix. Their values are updated at every Nyquist period. The ASRs and the matrix block implement matrix multiplication between a signal vector of length (i.e., ) and a Bernoulli matrix having a dimension of by (i.e., ). Depending on the value of a particular matrix entry (either 1 or 0), the corresponding ASR either adds or subtracts the current digitized signal from the accumulated value. To avoid the need of extra registers for buffering the data for transmission, a 4 MHz (C4M) clock is used to shift the data from the ASR to the output pin near the end of accumulation cycle. Each ASR can be disabled by applying clock gating to control the compression ratio. The CS circuit also contains a spike detection block, implemented using a 10-bit full adder, whose output can either be transmitted off-chip or through CS circuit [13] . The On-Chip Sensing blocks function with VDD of 0.53 V without performance degradation. The CS block uses 0.11 mm area and 0.83 uW (digital) power per electrode when compressing the signal at a compression ratio of 10%. Since this paper focuses on the off-chip components of our CS framework (i.e., dictionary, off-chip sensing and recovery), more details of the design and specifications of our chip will be presented in a separate paper.
2) Off-Chip Sensing: For the off-chip sensing stage, we adopt the concept of Puffer Transformation from the field of Statistics [30] . Given a design matrix , the corresponding Puffer Transformation inflates its smallest non-zero singular values, therefore improves the irrepresentable condition, which is related to mutual-coherence. Intuitively, the Puffer Transformation maintains the dimension of the on-chip measurement, but adjusts the radius of the -norm ball (data fidelity term) to become a sphere so that the -norm regularized problem is more likely to find the correct solution.
Interested readers can refer to [30] , [31] for more theoretical analysis. If we define the singular value decomposition (SVD) of , the corresponding off-chip sensing matrix will then be (11) Note that if the -th singular value is zero, then we define to be zero as well. To understand the effect of the second stage off-chip sensing on the average mutual-coherence, we generate a simulated dataset with as random Gaussian matrix of size 100 1000 and the sensing matrix of size 20 100. We compare the proposed two-stage CS approach (on-chip Bernoulli and off-chip ) with random Bernoulli, random Gaussian and Sapiro's optimized sensing matrix approach. The distribution of the normalized pairwise correlation between columns of is shown in Fig. 3 . We use the same Bernoulli sensing matrix for our two-stage sensing approach and the approach with only on-chip Bernoulli sensing to show the effect of having an additional off-chip sensing step. For our approach, the correlation is calculated for the columns of matrix product rather than for other approaches. We can see that the distributions of both the proposed approach and Sapiro's approach skew towards zero, therefore can achieve a smaller average mutual-coherence than that of random Gaussian and random Bernoulli. Thus, they can further improve the CS reconstruction performance. However, the proposed two-stage sensing approach has the advantage of a much simpler circuit implementation (with on-chip Bernoulli) compared to Sapiro's approach as explained previously. In some applications, neuroscientists need to perform longitudinal analysis to explicitly deal with slow changes of spike shapes [32] . In other cases, the sparsely firing neurons need special attentions [33] . Both circumstances require an update of the dictionary and the corresponding off-chip sensing matrix in our framework. The dictionary update in our approach is simply concatenation, which gives , where is the new full acquisition of the neural signal. Since the off-chip sensing matrix is related to the SVD of by (11), we can leverage the incremental PCA scheme [34] to update it efficiently. Our algorithm for the incremental update of sensing matrix is presented in Algorithm 1. Here, performs orthogonalization via QR and performs SVD. The proposed algorithm has a computational complexity of , versus for recomputing the SVD using the whole new dictionary. Moreover, the total storage required reduces to , down from . To remove the old data from the dictionary and avoid the dictionary from growing too large, we use a forgetting factor to gradually remove them.
C. Restoration From Spike Segments
The spike detection devices only transmit the signal segments with spikes [2] - [6] . Our system includes a spike detection module, which was used in our previous work [13] to provide prior to guide the CS recovery of the full signal. In this section, we will show that using the spike detection module, we could have two new working modes, (i) spike detection with off-chip restoration to the full signal (Spike Restoration mode); and (ii) spike detection with on-chip CS and off-chip restoration to the full signal (Spike CS Restoration mode). This enhances the flexibility of the system to obtain an all-in-one device. Moreover, the Spike CS Restoration mode is the combination of traditional Full Signal CS mode and Spike Restoration mode and can provide more aggressive compression performance. where is the sub-matrix built by extracting the corresponding rows in from . This signal model is elaborated in Fig. 4 . It is straightforward to see that if the full signal could be sparsely represented by a few full dictionary atoms, so is its spike segment, but with the truncated dictionary atoms. Thus, if only the spike segment is transmitted off-chip, the full signal could be restored by first finding with (13) After we figure out the sparse coefficients, the estimate of the full signal could be calculated by (7) . Using only spike segment for sparse recovery does lead to inevitable loss of information and the sparse coefficient solution could be different from the result using full signal. However, in practice, we could achieve good performance as shown later.
2) Spike CS Restoration Mode: Built upon our Full Signal CS mode and the Spike Restoration mode, we would like to further explore the performance of the proposed CS-based design on spike segments. This mode could potentially lead to an even higher compression ratio than any other design because it essentially combines three compression elements into one framework spike detection, on-chip CS and off-chip Puffer Transformation. In this case, we treat the spike segment as the signal and the measurement signal after the off-chip sensing stage becomes (14) Notice that the number of columns in the sensing matrix is no longer equal to the length of the full signal, but the size of spike segment. Similarly, the off-chip sensing matrix is found using instead of . Here we still use the same notations for simplicity. The sparse coefficients are found by (15) and the full signal is again restored using (7). Here, another benefit for Spike CS Restoration mode is that even though we only take CS measurements of spike segments, the recovery results are the entire global signal containing the non-spike segments as well.
D. Recovery Algorithm
In this section, we will present our CS recovery algorithm in the Tetrode system setup. Multi-channel recording systems leveraging the joint sparsity concept have been explored previously [35] - [38] . Our underlying joint sparsity model for Tetrode CS system is shown in Fig. 5 . For each channel of Tetrode, we use different sparsifying dictionaries (color coded in Fig. 5 ) to indicate differences in the shapes of the captured neural signal. However, since all four channels pick up the activity from the same neuron at the same time, there exists a strict matching between the four channels, which is the type of neurons detected. To capture this correlation, we enforce the corresponding sparse coefficients to choose the same support locations under the assumption that the atoms of four sparsifying dictionaries also align in time. For our data dictionary, we guarantee this alignment by choosing the pre-acquired data of different electrodes with the same time stamp and placing them into the same columns of the dictionaries for these electrodes.
This joint sparsity problem could be solved by greedy methods, optimization-based approaches or Bayesian inference techniques. For our framework, we use Bayesian inference for sparse modeling and choose the Spike and Slab prior [39] , which is a mixture of Gaussian distribution and direc delta function. Our previous work [40] have illustrated how to use the Spike and Slab model for hierarchical sparse modeling. Here, we follow a similar methodology to develop the model for joint sparsity problem in (3). After incorporating our two-stage sensing process, the likelihood function for the joint sparsity model is as follows: (16) Here and are the concatenation of and , where represents each of the electrodes. For the case of Tetrodes, is equal to 4, while indicates a single electrode setup. For the Tetrode case, the dictionary for each electrode is unique, therefore the corresponding off-chip sensing matrix is also unique because of (11) . The parameter is the noise standard deviation for the Gaussian likelihood. The prior distribution using Spike and Slab is (17) where is the latent variable indicating the active support of sparse coefficients, and denotes the spread of the Slab part. It can seen that for Spike and Slab prior, the desired degree of sparsity is directly related to the weight assigned to the Slab part. We enforce measurements from different electrodes to share the same , so that they will have the desired joint sparsity structure in the coefficient matrix . We have also shown in our previous work that Spike and Slab prior has a close connection with Elastic Net formulation [41] , resulting in a sparser solution while maintaining the grouping characteristic. The interested reader could refer to [40] for more details. Finally, the hyperprior for the latent variable is (18) where controls the sparsity. In all our experiments, we fix the parameters to be 1 and to be 0.1. Our results are not sensitive to the choice of these parameters.
Bayesian inference could be computationally demanding when using Spike and Slab priors. Thus, we choose an approximation method-expectation propagation (EP) [42] because our modeling only involves distributions from the exponential family and only the moments need to be updated. We represent the likelihood function (16), the prior for sparse coefficients (17) and the hyperprior for the latent variable (18) as different terms and . Thus, the joint posterior distribution can be written as the product of these terms. We approximate the posterior with following exponential family distribution: (19) where (for and ) and (for ) are the parameters to infer and will be our estimate of the mean and variance for sparse coefficients ( -th element of ) and mean for the latent variable , respectively.
Note that is specific for each , while is the same for each row of to favor the joint sparsity. The function and are also approximated with exponential family distributions as (20) (21) (22) Here (for and ) and and (for ) are the intermediate parameters to be updated in each EP update, whereas and are normalization parameters. The complete EP procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. This algorihm could be applied to both the case of single electrode and Tetrode. For the detailed update procedures for the moments of the exponential family distributions, readers can refer to [42] .
IV. EXPERIMENT VALIDATION
In this section, we first demonstrate the recovery performances of the proposed dictionary, two-stage sensing method, and our approaches of restoring full signal from spike segments as well as CS of spike segments. Next, we demonstrate the advantage of our whole framework in terms of both reconstruction and classification performances. Finally, we show results of our Tetrode CS recovery versus recovering each electrode individually. The recovery results are based on MATLAB simulation. Since the CS circuits are implemented using digital circuits which does not add additional noise to the signal, its behavior can be precisely modeled using MATLAB simulation.
Both synthetic and real datasets are employed in various experiments. We use the Leicester neural signal database [27] , which contains 20 simulation datasets. Each dataset contains spikes from three different types of neurons with different noise levels. The datasets are named by the difficulty to perform spike sorting, such as Leicester Difficult1, Difficult2, Easy1, and Easy2. We also carry out benchmarking on the publicly available dataset hc-1 [43] , which is the recording from nearby neurons in the hippocampus of an anesthetized rat. We take 128 and 64 samples around each spike to form the signal frame for Leicester datasets and hc-1 dataset, respectively. To simplify the comparison, we retain the signal containing only one spike, while the case with multiple spikes in one frame is addressed in our previous work [13] . All experiments are ran 10 times with average results being reported. Our result is consistent among both synthetic and real datasets. Therefore, we only show the results using Leicester datasets in Section IV.A, B, C and D, while presenting results of hc-1 dataset in Section IV.D and E.
A. Performance of the Proposed Dictionary
Under different compression ratios , we compare four different choices of dictionaries in the CS framework, including the proposed data dictionary, trained dictio- nary [13] , wavelet dictionary [1] , and Gabor dictionary [38] . We also include the spike detection [4] for comparison. We choose random Bernoulli matrix for all CS-based approaches. To accommodate the need for training, we randomly split the data into two halves with equal sizes, with one part for training and the other part for testing. The parameters for dictionary learning is the same as in [13] . The result is found in term of Signal to Noise and Distortion Ratio (SNDR) [1] , which is defined as (23) We employ Algorithm 2 to solve (2) and recover the signal by (7). The results for datasets Leicester-Difficult1 and Leicester-Easy1 with 0.005 noise std are shown in Fig. 6 . We can see that the proposed approach using data as the dictionary works comparably as using the trained dictionary and far better than other approaches. Compared to the trained dictionary, the proposed data dictionary is much simpler to update, hence more suitable for large scale monitoring applications.
B. Performance of the Proposed Two-Stage Sensing
Under different compression ratios CR, we also compare four different choices of sensing matrices in the CS framework, including the proposed two-stage sensing, Sapiro's approach [25] , random Bernoulli matrix [13] and random Gaussian matrix. For a fair comparison, we use data dictionary for all methods. Each time, the data is randomly splitted into two halves with one for training and the other for testing. The rest of the experiment setup is the same as in previous section. The results for datasets Leicester-Difficult2 and Leicester-Easy2 are shown in Fig. 7 . As expected, the proposed two-stage sensing approach is worse than the Sapiro's approach, but it has the strength of an efficient circuit implementation. Meanwhile, the proposed two-stage CS approach is more than 2 dB better than random matrices when CR is above 15%, which we use as the empirical threshold. Note that we only perform two-stage sensing when the CR is above this threshold to achieve the overall best performance.
C. Restoration From Spike Segments
We use Leicester-Difficult1, Difficult2, Easy1 and Easy2 datasets to demonstrate the performance of our proposed approaches of restoring full signal from spike segment. The size of the spike segment is fixed to 13, corresponding to a CR of 10%. The data is also randomly divided into two equal sets for training and testing, respectively. We keep the full signal for training data while truncating the test data by spike detection algorithm. We then test the Spike Restoration Mode by just transmitting the spike segments and use the trained dictionary to solve (13) and (7) with the results shown in Table I . The proposed method could achieve a SNDR above 10 dB at the CR of 10%.
Next, we fix the size of the spike segment to 13, and test the performance of our proposed approach of restoring full signal from CS measurements of spike segment. We vary the CR of spike segments between 20%, 40% and 60%, which gives an effective CR of 2%, 4%, and 6%, respectively. Then we test the Spike CS Restoration Mode by transmitting the CS measurements of spike segments and use the trained dictionary to solve (15) and (7). The reconstruction performance of the same datasets are shown in Table I . Surprisingly, we could achieve almost 10 dB SNDR for all datasets at an effective CR of merely 2%. There is an inevitable loss of SNDR for Spike CS mode due to the lossy nature of CS, but the degradation level is negligible. Even though we further reduce the number of measurements (effective CR from 6% to 2%), the recovery performance is not changing much. This confirms our hypothesis that the neural signal can be very sparsely represented using the proposed data dictionary meaning that the number of measurements required could be reduced significantly.
To understand the results more intuitively, two examples of the reconstruction of the same signal for Spike Restoration mode % and Spike CS Recovery + Restoration mode % are shown in Fig. 8 . For Spike Restoration mode, we can get the perfect alignment of the spike segment while it is slightly mis-aligned in the Spike CS Recovery Restoration mode due to the CS compression. However, we can see that as long as we capture the spike segment of neural signal, we could capture the main features of the data and therefore achieve a much higher compression ratio than CS of the full signal.
D. Performance of Overall Framework for Single Electrode
Now we are ready to compare the overall framework, including the Full Signal CS mode, Spike Restoration Mode and Spike CS Restoration mode with Signal Dependent Neural Compressed Sensing Method (SDNCS) [13] , DWT based CS method (DWT-CS) [1] , Transformation based method (on-chip DWT) [7] , and Spike detection method [4] . We randomly split the data into 20% for training and 80% for testing. The reconstruction and classification results for Leicester-Difficult1 and Easy2 with 0.005 noise std are shown in Fig. 9 . We use the same wavelet based classifier (WLC) as in [13] . It can be seen that our proposed Full Signal CS mode consistently yields approximately 5 dB gain than SDNCS because our Bayesian inference algorithm and the two-stage sensing approach are more effective in regularizing the optimization problem. Our Spike Restoration Mode and Spike CS Restoration mode also outperforms spike detection method significantly for both reconstruction and classification. All three modes of our system can achieve above 95% classification accuracy at the CR around 6%. Notice that our three working modes outperform the on-chip DWT approach when the measurement number is smaller than 8 % , so it provides a better solution which yields better reconstruction and classification performance with much simpler on-chip implementation. Interestingly, the Spike Restoration Mode and Spike CS Restoration mode can achieve higher classification accuracy than our Full Signal CS mode. This is because CS is essentially a lossy compression method and the information loss in the CS compression is more significant for full signal than the spike component because the CR has to be higher to achieve the same number of measurements. Although we lose the information on the non-spike segment for Spike Restoration Mode and Spike CS Restoration mode, this is in some extent compensated by our full signal dictionary.
We also use hc-1 dataset to compare different approaches. The size of the spike segment is chosen to be 13 for a signal length of 64. For Spike CS Restoration mode, we further compress the spike segment to a measurement of size 6, which yields an effective CR to be 10%. An example of the reconstructed signal by different approaches are shown in Fig. 10 together with the corresponding SNDR. Our new framework of Full Signal CS mode outperforms our previous design-SDNCS. And the two modes based on spike segments could achieve a SNDR around 10 dB with 10% CR. Notice that the performance comparison of the two modes using spike segment is related to the size of the spike segments and the characteristics of the sparsifying dictionary after truncation, thus it is hard to tell which one could give better results in general.
E. Tetrode CS
Previous experiments only consider the single electrode setup, while our proposed algorithm could take into account the correlation between four electrodes for Tetrode monitoring. Using hc-1 dataset, we compare the performance of Tetrode CS reconstruction using joint sparsity versus reconstructing each electrode independently. We also compare using data dictionary with Gabor dictionary [38] . To emphasize the main factors of joint sparsity and choices of dictionary, we use our Bayesian inference algorithm for all cases with the only difference in , which will enforce joint sparsity when there are multiple electrodes. After pre-processing (i.e., bandpass filter), we divide the hc-1 dataset using a frame size of 64
. Half of the dataset for each electrode is used as the data dictionary and the remaining for testing. Note that the time stamps of the signal used for training are the same for all electrodes, which is the key assumption for using joint sparsity in Tetrode CS. The experiment is again performed 10 times with different random partition each time and the average result is reported as in Fig. 11 . We could see that the proposed Tetrode CS technique Fig. 11 . Comparisons of Tetrode CS recovery using single electrode approach versus joint sparsity approach, and data dictionary versus Gabor dictionary. using joint sparsity and data dictionary consistently outperforms the individual CS reconstruction using data dictionary by about 1 dB. Meanwhile, the approaches using data dictionary consistently outperform ones using Gabor dictionary, which is similar as the results in Fig. 9 .
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper an energy-efficient multimode CS system for implatable neural recordings. Using data directly as the dictionary and a two-stage sensing strategy, our design is suited with simple circuit design and power efficiency. Moreover, we proposed two new working modes to leverage on the power of sparse representation to restore the full signal from only spike detection results or CS measurements of spike detection results. This provides an all-in-one device with a higher CR and energy efficiency. The same framework has also been tested for the case of Tetrode CS by extending our recovery algorithm to the case of joint sparsity. Experiments on simulation and real datasets have demonstrated that the proposed framework outperforms other approaches and can guarantee energy efficiency, implementation simplicity and system flexibility all at once. Although we only demonstrate our framework using neural signal, it certainly can be applied to other biological signals (i.e., ECG) as well. In the future, we will investigate in three different directions for MEA CS: (i) a mechanism to dynamically allocate sensing channels among different electrodes; (ii) customizing our dictionary design and recovery algorithm for discriminative applications, such as spike sorting; and (iii) testing the performance of our system by conducting in-vivo experiments.
